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C-segment. Previous generation, continued production in various markets. Was available in
Europe before it was replaced by the Micra K Not available in the United States while sold in
Canada and Mexico. Subcompact car B-segment oriented for the Japanese market. Was
available worldwide, including in North America where it was sold as the Versa Note. E-Power
powertrain available in several markets. Compact car C-segment. Was available in Europe and
other regions as the Pulsar before it was phased out in Subcompact car B-segment. Previous
generation, continued production in Latin America as the V-Drive. Previously sold in Japan as
the Latio. Sylphy and Sentra models were merged as one model in Two generations B17 and
B18 respectively pictured. Rebadged Infiniti Q50 compact executive car for the Japanese
market. Last generation of the Teana, also known as Altima L33 in the Americas, continued
production in China alongside the succeeding Altima. Previously available in other parts of
Asia. Full-electric two-row compact crossover SUV C-segment. Concept model pictured.
Subcompact crossover SUV B-segment. Phased out in most markets, new generation
introduced for Europe and Australia. Phased out in most markets, continued production in
Taiwan. Two-row compact crossover SUV C-segment. Three-row available in several markets.
Rogue and X-Trail models were merged as one model in Two generations T32 and T33
respectively pictured. Hybrid available in several markets. Rebadged and restyled first
generation Dacia Duster. Phased out in most markets, continued production in Russia. Semi-tall
height wagon kei car with hinged rear doors. Tall-height wagon kei car with rear sliding doors.
Budget subcompact car B-segment , rebadged and restyled Lada Kalina. Budget subcompact
car B-segment , rebadged and restyled Lada Granta. Kei truck , rebadged Suzuki Carry. Kei van,
rebadged Suzuki Every. NV AD. Small van or leisure activity vehicle. Rebadged Renault Kangoo.
Straight-3 HR UD. The SX is a sports car that was introduced to the North American market by
Nissan in for the following model year. It replaced the outgoing SX S12 model. Most of the SX
were equipped with the 2. Two distinct generations of the SX, the S13 â€” the S14 were
produced based on the Nissan S platform. Although long out of production, it is still popular in
drifting and among tuners. However, due to the popularity of the S-chassis in drifting
competitions, prices for vehicles and parts have skyrocketed, this is sometimes known as "drift
tax". The very first generation of the SX can be divided into two distinct versions, both having
the sporting advantage of rear wheel drive standard. Both styles shared the same front
bodywork as the Japanese-market Nissan SX, featuring the sloping front with pop-up
headlights. This bodywork distinguishes the coupe model from its Japanese-market
counterpart, the Silvia , which featured fixed headlights. Both styles in all markets share the
same chassis, and with few exceptions, most components and features are identical. The SX is
a popular car in the sport of drifting due to its long wheelbase, [1] low cost, ample power, light
weight, well balanced chassis and abundant aftermarket support. Four-wheel disc brakes were
standard, with antilock brakes available as an option on the SE. Both models were offered with
either a 4-speed automatic or 5-speed manual transmission. The SX received some updates in
The matte silver, teardrop wheels were replaced by polished aluminium 7-spoke wheels that had
better brake cooling properties but more drag. The nose was smoothed out by getting rid of the
non-functional slots and gave back the aerodynamic efficiencies lost by the wheels. This gave
the car an overhaul that included a minor update of the exterior and a new cylinder head. A new
"LE" hatchback trim package was added that included leather interior. The engine, while
durable and relatively torquey, was a heavy iron-block truck unit that produced meager power
for its relatively large size. It was only modestly improved by the change to the DOHC version in
Furthermore, despite the modest power output, relatively low vehicle weight, and good
aerodynamics, gas mileage was mediocre. The U. Other differences include a standard limited
slip differential on overseas and Canadian models, available digital climate control in Japan,
and manual seat belts standard in Japan and Canada vs. In , a convertible was added to the
lineup and was exclusive to the North American market. The US SX convertible differed from the
Japanese market version , in that the Japanese market model had a power top cover boot,
whereas the US market model had manually installed boot cover once the top is down. It was

also produced in Japan, rather than by ASC. The SX was released in the spring of as a model.
The hatchback and convertible body styles were eliminated, leaving only the coupe. The pop-up
headlights were removed in favor of fixed lamps. The cupholders were also removed in this
model of the Nissan SX. Though the general layout remained the same, almost all parts were
redesigned to the extent that very few parts are interchangeable. The fuel tank, previously
located at the rear end under the trunk floor, now sits in front of the rear suspension and behind
the rear seats. The base model had 4-lug, inch wheels, a softer suspension, and no rear sway
bar. SE and LE models came equipped with 5-lug, inch alloy wheels, a stiffer suspension than
the base model, and a rear sway bar. The LE was basically an upgraded SE model, but with
more standard equipment such as leather seats, keyless entry, an antitheft system, and a CD
player. In , the model year SX received minor updates. The different looks of the S-Chassis are
referred to as before change "Zenki" and after change "Kouki". Changes were mostly aesthetic,
including new projector headlights , front bumper, hood, fenders, and revised taillights and
center panel. Side skirts became standard on the SE and LE trim level. The later generation of
the SX suffered in sales due to the competition from other car manufacturers and consumers at
the time choosing more practical vehicles, such as a SUV. The last SX rolled off the assembly
line on July 23, Known as part of the 'S' chassis family, the Nissan SX has been a popular
choice in the drifting community. Although it was never marketed to the drifting community
during its release, it was adopted in Japan during the discovery age of drifting. It is chosen for
its balanced weight distribution of 55 45 front to rear, and its overall lightweight chassis. The
base purchase price of the S-chassis SX, SX and SX and Silvia has risen sharply over the years
due to the phenomenon known as the "Drift Tax" - the term used to refer to this sharp rise in
price, as demand has increased along with the popularity of the sport. From Wikipedia, the free
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hatchback. Versa sedan. Sport compact. Pulsar NX. Altima Coupe. GT-R R Vehicle sold only in
Canada. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Very responsive
dealership. The business manager and sales personnel we worked with were very professional
and helpful straight to the point with out the salesman push! I would recommend Eby Ford and
consider buying there again. I love my new Explorer! Great vehicle, I bought it!!! Great sales
team and very helpful, great place to buy a vehicle of all kinds. They were up front an honest
about vehicle I inquired about. Welcomed me in to see the vehicle. Would bit recommend looked
at a fj had a lot wrong with it. They would not even consider coming down on the price and it
was way over priced. Another one there i looked they couldn't find the keys. My experience their
vehicles are over priced and they are unwilling to budge or even discuss budging on price. I
bought the vehicle over the internet and Mike was absolutely accurate on the description. They
were honest and helpful through the entire process - very professional. I eagerly recommend!
This dealer took the time to answer all questions I had regarding this truck. He also was very
helpful with my finance concerns. I would gladly recommend this dealership to friends and
family. Excellent response time. Excellent online support from Barry Fox and James Haas.
James even prepared a personalized video of the truck to help us understand the condition and
details about the vehicle. I would not hesitate to refer anyone to this dealership. We'll help you
find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll
provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.

Find Nissan Truck listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Negotiable , mi. Why
Use CarGurus? Nissan Pickup For Sale 3 listings. I Love It â€” I like the way it looks, handles ,
and rides. Plenty of power, and actually nice on long trips, the t tops are nice too. Cons: seems
to have fun in it, it comes with speeding tickets. The only thing I would have wished for was a
six speed gearbox. The automatic lacked something as well, so maybe an overdrive? Pros:
Always turned heads, and was as fast as you wanted, whenever you wanted it. Dyno'ed at rwhp
21psi on 93 octane. Mods include: gt28rs turbos, stillen intercoolers, nismo cc injectors, sp test
and down pipes, greddy evo2 cat back exhaust, ash-spec ecu, blitz sequential boost controller,
alcohol injection, jim wolf pop charger, rps clutch, aluminum flywheel, 1 piece drive shaft, z1
boost hoses, and a greddy turbo timer. The car on the street is beautiful, the turbos spool quick
and it is very responsive. Since I've had it it really hasnt needed anything other than oil changes
and standard maintainence. It's a total blast to drive, handles great for a car with 18 year old
suspension. Targa top is cool and functional, but can be problematic once the seal starts to
crack under the harsh Australian sun. Low roof line, sleek design make this car aerodynamic
and stylish. Engine bay is packed with gear, lots of power but really hard to work on. When the
turbo goes, be prepared to dig deep in to the engine bay and pockets. Cons: If you don't want to
spend thousands when the turbo goes. The car is very reliable. I have driven it for about 50,
miles and have only had one mechanical issue with it. The car is fairly expensive to own unless
you are mechanically inclined. Great Fun,tail Happy,monster â€” bhp, 0to60 5. Fairlady Z â€”
With hp this car is a monster!! Great Project Car â€” the wireing on the zx is very difficult to
work around and causes the car to be a bit of a money pit. Great performance car and fun to
drive. Turbo Ooooooomph â€” I am at present dismantleing the engine to correct a few minor
problems, but I love driving this car just for fun. The engineering is quite complicated but I am
coming to terms with it. Great enhanced power with remapped ECU and 3inch big bore exhaust
system. As long as one sticks to the maintenance schedule, this car can last a long time. If
abused, maintenance cost can be quite high. It is a two seater with limited trunk space. It is easy
to mod and t Read More. I love driving this car and it still turns heads. I love unique cars and it's
a rare occasion when I see another one of these Listing lacks information on maintenance
records, historical damage, and features. I owned a beat up 5-speed model that I just loved! This
car is awesome! Darn near like new!! Get the manual over the automatic. Get the zx twin turbo
over the non-turbo. Nissan was ahead of their time when designing this car back in the late
'80's. All wheel steering, driver adjustable suspension, twin turbo with twin intercoolers, the list
goes on. Drive one and yo High mileage. Exhaust system corrosion. Nice looking car. Would
need to drive it to give a better rating. It's a fun car to drive and zip around in. Looks really nice
too. The good is it is a sporty little car that still looks excellent. The lines on it are modern
enough to still be in style. The in Car is sold! Was looking at Nissan ZX Turbo. I love this car. It
looks awesome it drives fantastic it takes alot of money but at the end she is worth every penny.
She can be a pain to work on maintanence wise. But she is quite a majestic creatu Have you
driven a Nissan ZX? Rank This Car. User Reviews. Displaying 1 - 10 of Nissan ZX 10 reviews.
Cargo Capacity:. Pros: sleek, fast and furious. Is this helpful? Yes No. Glen writes:. Primary
Use: Commuting to work Pros: Always turned heads, and was as fast as you wanted, whenever
you wanted it. Jamie writes:. Back Seats:. Pros: Everything. Cons: Nothing. William writes:.
Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: If you like it fast. Daniel writes:. Cons: It loves the fuel.
Keith writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Fast, fun, reliable. Cons: Expensive parts.
Terry writes:. Cons: the injection systems drinking problem. Xavier writes:. Pros: ALL. Cons:
nothing. Pros: fun. Cons: wireing. John writes:. Pros: Big Boys Toy. Cons: complicated
mechanics. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 13 Nissan ZX reviews. Read all 14 Nissan ZX
reviews. Read all 16 Nissan ZX reviews. Read all 40 Nissan ZX reviews. Read all 62 Nissan ZX
reviews. Cars compared to Nissan ZX. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for
Sale. Select Year Pros: sleek, fast and furious Cons: seems to have fun in it, it comes with
speeding tickets. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Always turned heads, and was as fast
as you wanted, whenever you wanted it Cons: They are relatively rare, and parts are not cheap,
and when they are not running right, they REALLY dont run right! Pros: Everything Cons:
Nothing 1 of 2 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: If you
like it fast Cons: If you don't want to spend thousands when the turbo goes. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: Fast, fun, reliable Cons: Expensive parts 1 of 1 people found this
review helpful. Pros: ALL Cons: nothing 3 of 3 people found this review helpful. Pros: fun Cons:
wireing 1 of 3 people found this review helpful. Pros: Big Boys Toy Cons: complicated
mechanics 2 of 2 people found this review helpful. Heads up! Highlighted items are for OEM
wheels, the rest are replacement options. Found a bug? Have a question about Nissan Pickup
wheel specs? Share your knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire size guide and

knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose a tab
below to get fitment data for your vehicle or to find vehicles matching your criteria. By vehicle
what wheels will fit your car By tire size what vehicles use this tire size By rim size what
vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search by car make,
year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website! D21 [ Nissan Pickup
2WD. It is measured in millimeters. Some factory wheels have a center bore that matches
exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the wheel centered. Rim width in x rim
diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset of 35mm. It is vital not to deviate
too far from the offset of the wheel originally fitted to the vehicle. PCD is measured in mm.
Nissan Pickup 4WD. See Alloy Wheel fitment information for Nissan Pickup for other model
years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote. Submit tire review. Your
email was successfully sent. Notify about the error in selected text Add your data and
comments Send us the correct data Other. Toggle Navigation. Parts Accessories Merchandise
Nismo Blog. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the
right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles
found. Select your vehicle below:. Home Nissan Sentra A Nissan Sentra combines innovation
and efficiency with uncompromised driving enjoyment. Repairing or updating your Nissan
Sentra with OEM parts ensures that same excitement for the full life of your Nissan. Select a
Nissan Sentra Trim Level. Parts Categories. Upgrade your Nissan Sentra with innovative
technology additions. Explore more with the right accessories for your Nissan Sentra. Enhance
and upgrade the aesthetic of your Nissan Sentra. Add protection and comfort to your drive with
interior accessories. Experience ultimate Nissan performance inspired by the race track. Truck
and Towing. Nissan Merchandise Collections. Showcase the enthusiasm you have for Nissan
performance and innovation with the Nissan Merchandise Collection. Featured Parts and
Accessories. L-Series Engine Modify Book. Nismo Universal Exhaust Bushing. Nismo Emblem.
Brake Bleeder Hose. Our nationwide network of dealers has all the high-quality OEM parts to
ensure your Nissan Sentra continues to impress for years to come. Distance: Shop Now. Legal
Privacy Policy Warranty. Dealer sets actual price. While every reasonable effort is made to
ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained
on these pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative. Your
Nissan deserves OEM parts designed to maintain innovation and excitement. Toggle
Navigation. Search Go. You can edit the name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the
right. Something went wrong. Please try
square d wiring diagrams
brain wiring in spanish
standard blade fuse
again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Your
Cart. Continue Shopping View Cart. Tabbing past or clicking of this link will close the Cart.
Home Nissan Shop the full Nissan catalog in our online store and keep your Nissan performing
its best. Maxima Sentra. Select a Category. Upgrade your Nissan with innovative technology
additions. Explore more with the right accessories for your Nissan. Enhance and upgrade the
aesthetic of your Nissan. Bring more to your daily drive with interior accessories for your
Nissan. Experience ultimate Nissan performance inspired by the race track. Truck and Towing.
Nissan Merchandise Collection. Featured Parts and Accessories. Nismo Black Bumper Emblem.
Genuine Nissan Parts and Accessories. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the
accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these
pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative.

